Comparison of four methods for spatial interpolation of estimated atmospheric nitrogen deposition in South China.
Spatial interpolation methods have been applied in many environmental research studies. However, it is still a controversial issue to select an appropriate interpolation method for the conversion of discrete sampling sites into continuous maps. This study aimed at selecting an optimal interpolation method to analyze the spatial pattern of atmospheric N deposition in South China. N deposition was calculated by 259 moss sample data. Four spatial interpolation methods, including inverse distance weighting (IDW), radial basis function (RBF), ordinary kriging (OK), and universal kriging (UK), were utilized for modeling the spatial distribution of N deposition. It is the first time that these methods were applied to analyze N deposition in South China. Validation method was used to evaluate the interpolation precision of the various methods, and the cross-validation method was used to evaluate their interpolation accuracy. Comparison of predicted values with measured values indicated that OK was the optimal method for analyzing the spatial distribution of N deposition in this study; it had the highest precision (mean error (ME) = -0.059, root-mean-square error (RMSE) = 5.240, mean relative error (MRE) = 0.129, mean absolute error (MAE) = 4.007) and the lowest uncertainties (standard deviation (SD) = 5.47, coefficient of variation (CV) = 0.15). RBF produced similar results as good as OK, while the worst performed interpolation method was UK. By using the OK method for analyzing N deposition, this work revealed systematic temporal and spatial variations in atmospheric N deposition in South China.